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The FOM2 RI
3015 Rotary Index
Laser Cutting System
provides the ability to
switch from flat
sheet cutting to tube
or pipe cutting in
less than 2 minutes.

“Our greenlight on time has
soared above 90%. Amada’s
innovative technologies and
automated systems allow us to
maximize machine utilization
and attract new customers.”

— Scott Berkowitz,  President
EVS Metal, Inc.

The EM 3612 ZRT
Turret Punch Press 
features a 300-station
automatic tool changer
and a laser-etched ID
tool management system
to ensure maximum 
flexibility. Equipped with
a 6-shelf automated 
material handling/storage
system, the EM ZRT
achieves prolonged
lights-out production.

Amada’s punching, bending and laser technology ensures:

•  Maximum Productivity – The EM 3612 ZRT provides the optimal punching solu-
tion for variable-mixed and variable-lot production. Machine utilization is maximized 
because this automated system makes it possible for EVS to process complex jobs over 
a period of several days without operator intervention. 

•  Maximum Versatility – The EG 6013 AR is engineered for the unmanned produc-
tion of any lot size or part mix. It provides EVS with the power and precision of a servo 
electric press brake with an advanced bending robot.

•  Maximum Efficiency – The FOM2 RI provides the ability to process round, square, 
rectangle, C-channel, and angle iron, making it the most versatile Rotary Index laser 
system available. On average, the cost for EVS to process highly-complex weldments 
has been cut in half and processing time has been reduced from days to hours.

EVS Metal leverages new technologies and
automated systems to achieve unprecedented
levels of flexibility and productivity.

Incorporated in 1994 in a single 5,000 square foot location, EVS
Metal has quickly become one of the leading precision sheet metal
fabrication companies in the U.S. Today, the company’s multi-facility
operations in New Jersey, Texas, Pennsylvania and New Hampshire
comprise over 271,000 square feet of manufacturing space.

Joseph Amico,Vice President of EVS Metal, comments on the 
company’s formula for success and their partnership with Amada.  
“From the beginning, our strategy for consistent growth has been simple:
leverage technology, flexibility and skill in both fabrication and design, to
provide the highest quality products at competitive prices. We chose Amada
as our technology partner because of their leadership position.” 

Scott Berkowitz, President of EVS Metal adds, “Amada’s innovative
machines do much more than ensure consistent quality. They maximize
our flexibility. For example, automated tool changes on the EM 3612 ZRT
occur during production.  This gives us the flexibility to reduce what we charge
for run time, reduce our labor input and lead times and provides us with
unique capabilities to attract new customers.” 

Joseph Amico reflects on the recent machine purchases, “By partnering
with Amada, EVS Metal stands ready to take on nearly any type of complex,
high-precision punching, bending and laser cutting project, from prototype to
production run, efficiently and cost-effectively.”

The EG 6013 AR
Robotic Bending Cell
is the ideal high-speed 
solution for small, 
complex parts. 

EG AR Video

FOM2 RI
Video

EM ZRT Video

http://www.amada.com/america/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgmdES2YPfs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lvrj3qqoM0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2DkyDpQn54&feature=youtu.be
https://usmetalworkingsourcebook.com/


About a month ago, our entire country 
witnessed an amazing moment in history. 
We were all on the edges of our seats. 
We were all passionately rooting for our 
favorite contender, and we were doing it 
with every fiber of our being. And then it 
happened – finally. The Chicago Cubs won 
the World Series! 

Oh and there was that other thing. What 
was it again? Oh yes, Donald Trump was 
chosen to be our 45th President. Despite 
not winning the popular vote, he secured 
the number of electoral votes needed for a 
win. November was a true roller coaster of 
emotions. 

But now we’re moving on with life. The 
holidays are in full swing, and we’re filled 
with fresh enthusiasm for the New Year 
ahead of us. For the manufacturing industry, 
there is much to look forward to. Much 
of that enthusiasm is placed in the next 
generation of manufacturers. 

Smart, young minds are embracing the 
manufacturing industry. And they’re doing 
it in a myriad of ways. Some have discovered 
a love for making things. Others found a 
path to a lucrative career that they hadn’t 
previously considered. Still others are finding 
a home for their tech prowess, helping 
to create powerful software that will give 
manufacturers a unique perspective on their 
operations. 

If you’re a fan of the Cubs or if you voted for 
Donald Trump (the two of which, of course, 
being mutually exclusive), this past month 
has shown us that anything can happen. 
With that sentiment, the manufacturing 
industry can charge into 2017 and make the 
New Year what we want of it.   

To 2017  
and beyond!

Abbe Miller
editor-in-chief
amiller@techgenmedia.com

| Editor’s Letter

8kW or 10kW

Fiber Laser!

Differentiation 
through Innovation

New ByStar Fiber – now with 8kW or 10kW!
Innovation is the driver of high performance manufacturing and the 
key to competitive differentiation. Innovation is at the core of all 
Bystronic solutions. 

The new ByStar Fiber has been designed 100% for use with Fiber laser 
technology. It can reach unprecedented speeds and accelerations while 
maintaining a very high level of edge quality and accuracy across the 
full range of sheet metal thicknesses.

The ByStar Fiber High Performance Advantage
•  Triangle cutting bridge design provides 40% higher cutting dynamics 
•  New z-axis design provides 240% higher acceleration
•  Linear drive X, Y motion for extreme cutting speeds
•  Power Cut Fiber for cutting of plate materials up to 1.180 inch
•  Automatic nozzle changer for higher productivity
•   Detection Eye camera detects sheet edges within a few seconds
•   Powerful Bystronic ByVision control interface with 22 inch touch screen

Bystronic…Your single source solutions partner 
Laser  |  Bending  |  Waterjet

800-247-3332  |  sales.us@bystronic.com  |  bystronicusa.com

Designed for Fiber.  
Unrivaled for Speed.

Click here to learn more.   

mailto:amiller%40techgenmedia.com?subject=
http://bystronicusa.com
http://www.bystronicusa.com/bystar-fiber-laser/


Robert Kirkpatrick, General Manager of Pacific Maritime Industries, Corp. 

Amada’s fully-integrated and automated solution ensures:

• Maximum Efficiency – The 2kW ENSIS 3015 AJ provides fiber and CO2 capabilities
in a single machine.  ENSIS cuts thin materials 4 times faster than CO2 laser and is able to 
cut up to 1" thick mild steel. A highly innovative resonator automatically produces the opti-
mal beam quality — enabling continuous processing of thin-to-thick materials by a single 
machine and no lens change or additional setup is required.

•  Maximum Versatility – The HG 1003 ATC is the ideal bending solution for small lot 
sizes and complex tool layouts.  The Automatic Tool Changer (ATC) and Amada’s patented 
tooling combine to ensure extremely precise and economical bending results while tripling
or quadrupling the number of tooling setups per day.

• Maximum Productivity – The ASFH automated material handling/storage system 
ensures maximum machine utilization. Multiple shelves support a variety of material types 
and thicknesses — allowing for the seamless introduction of rush jobs in addition to ex-
tended periods of lights-out production. 

“We had been working on a
$1.5 million bid for nearly a
year.  Amada enabled us to
decrease our cycle times by
60%, maximize quality, and
secure the contract.”

— Robert Kirkpatrick, General Manager
Pacific Maritime Industries, Corp.

Fiber laser technology, automation and
an advanced integrated bending system
ensures peak productivity.

Headquartered in San Diego, California, Pacific Maritime 
Industries (PMI) is recognized as a leading provider of quality
products and services for the U.S. Navy and maritime fleet. 
To meet constantly increasing demands for high quality and
quick delivery, Pacific Maritime partnered with Amada.

General Manager, Robert Kirkpatrick comments on how
PMI leverages Amada’s fiber laser technology and advanced
automation to reach unprecedented levels of productivity and flexibility.
“To realize the full potential of Amada’s ENSIS fiber laser, we also purchased
an ASFH automated material handling/storage system. The reduction in cycle
times, the capability to cut a wide range of materials and thicknesses with a
single machine, and the ability to add rush jobs quickly and easily, gives us an
extremely powerful competitive edge.”

To better respond to customers’ demands for high-mix, low volume
lot sizes, PMI also purchased the HG 1003 ATC integrated bending sys-
tem. Kirkpatrick reflects on that purchase. “Thanks to the Automatic Tool
Changer, even with our most complex setups, the longest tool change we’ve
experienced is 2 minutes 40 seconds.  The ATC provides for quick and easy
response to rush jobs and consistent part production from operator to operator.
Our extensive in-house manufacturing capability is built on a solid foundation
of talent and leading-edge equipment. Our long-term partnership with Amada
has been instrumental in Pacific Maritime’s continued growth and success.”

The ASFH automated
material handling and
storage system maxi-
mizes the ENSIS fiber
laser’s greenlight time.
Multiple shelves and
rapid pallet exchanges,
provide for uncompromis-
ing flexibility. Productivity
is further enhanced
through lights-out opera-
tion during night and
weekend shifts. 

The Automatic Tool Changer
(ATC) is equipped with    

18 magazines for dies 
and 15 for punches — 
providing the flexibility 

to accommodate rush jobs
quickly and easily.

The HG 1003 ATC allows Pa-
cific Maritime to quickly and
cost-effectively meet customer
demands for high-mix, low-
volume lot sizes.  Even with
complex tool setups, the ATC
ensures consistently-precise
automated tool loading.

Productivity
Drives Profit.

Amada America, Inc.
180 Amada Court

Schaumburg, IL 60173

www.amada.com/america

877-262-3287

ENSIS Video

HG ATC Video
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Fiber Lasers

HEAD START
By developing the cutting head in-house, a laser equipment 
manufacturer provides customers with a competitive edge 

Combo Equipment

ORDER THE COMBO
A plasma and fiber laser combination cutting machine offers a multitude  
of advantages

Laser Drilling

DRILLING DOWN
Precision laser drilling with ultrashort pulse lasers opens up a world  
of possibilities

3-D Printing

MEDAL-WINNING DESIGN 
3-D printing technology produces aluminum handlebars used at the Rio 
2016 Summer Olympics

  Safety
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Prevent injuries and improve productivity by following OSHA-
recommended guidelines
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NEWS
INDUSTRY Mate’s lens protection

Mate Precision Tooling’s Fiber Shield Windows provide protection and increase the 
lifetime of precision lenses for laser systems. The products shield optic components 
in laser beam delivery systems from 
debris, fumes and other pollutants 
during the laser process. The silica-
made windows have tight tolerance 
surfaces, diameter and edge thickness, 
with clear apertures for maximum 
absorption and reflection. The products 
are OEM approved and available from 
0.47 in. to 2.17 in. in diameter.

IPG appoints new 
sales manager
IPG Photonics Corp. appointed John 
Beaupré laser systems sales manager 
North America. Beaupré comes to IPG 
with more than 30 years’ experience in 
the laser industry, having spent the last 
16 years helping to grow Amada Miyachi 
America’s laser systems business in the 
United States and Canada. Beaupré’s 
new role enables him to share automated laser welding, cutting and drilling 
solutions with companies throughout North America.

Bystronic and 
Lantek partner
Bystronic Inc. and Lantek 
Systems Inc. entered into 
a long-term technology 
partnership and strategic 
global alliance whereby 
Lantek will provide 
Bystronic with manufacturing management software systems and consultancy 
expertise. The aim is for the companies to develop an MES system that will be 
seamlessly integrated with Bystronic‘s machine systems and software.
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Trumpf’s new 2-D cutting approach
Trumpf Inc. recently released the TruLaser Center 7030 laser machine at this 
year’s EuroBLECH in Hannover, Germany in late October. The company recently 
developed a new approach to 2-D laser cutting with the fully automated 
machine. The 7030 takes care of a continuous automated production process 
over long periods without the need for operator intervention. Moreover, the 
highly flexible system enables future developments that can make full use of all 
the possibilities inherent in digital and physical connectivity.

MC Machinery names specialist  
MC Machinery Systems Inc. named Jason 
LeGrand laser automation specialist, a newly 
created position. As a part of the sales team, 
LeGrand will organize product offerings and 
sales tools as an automation expert. Most 
recently, he served as a divisional technology 
manager at O’Neal Manufacturing Services, 
a current MC Machinery customer. LeGrand’s 
knowledge of laser and automation will benefit 
customers by improving process flow.

Murata announces new hires, promotions 
Murata Machinery USA Inc. appointed Rick Dorman North American sales 
manager for the fabrication division. Dorman has been with the company for 
more than three years and will oversee all sales activities in North America. Ed 
Nallen was named a district sales manager for the 
Mid-Atlantic Region. By adding this new role, Muratec 
moves from its distribution network to having direct 
representation for fabrication products in these 
states. Misgana Mulat also joined the company as a 
district sales manager. Mulat has more than 15 years 
of experience in the manufacturing and technology 
arenas. Paul Krause has also joined the company with 
more than 24 years of experience in the machine tool 
and metal fabrication industries.
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Rick Dorman

Misgana Mulat Ed Nallen Paul Krause

http://www.us.trumpf.com/en.html
http://www.mcmachinery.com/
http://www.muratec-usa.com/


Lumentum and Amada develop machines
Lumentum Holdings Inc. announced several new, jointly developed, high-power 
fiber lasers created with Amada Holdings Co. Ltd. Amada showcased the jointly 
developed machines at the 2016 EuroBLECH exhibition. Amanda presented the 
LCG-3015AJ laser cutting machine with a 9-kW fiber laser. It also showed the 
ENSIS-3015AJ laser cutting machine and FLW-ENSIS M3 laser-based welding 
machine. For almost 10 years, Lumentum and Amada have collaborated on 
developing innovative laser solutions for macromaterials processing.

Hypertherm receives OSHA recognition
Hypertherm Inc. received OSHA Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) Star 
recognition for its manufacturing facility in Lebanon, N.H. With this, all 
seven of Hypertherm’s New Hampshire manufacturing locations are now 
designated VPP Star worksites. The program acknowledges organizations 
that have outstanding safety and health practices. Before receiving this 
honor, Hypertherm had to demonstrate a comprehensive safety and health 
management system involving associates from all levels of the organization. 
The program also required that Hypertherm maintain below average injury 
and illness rates.

Rofin machines at EuroBLECH
Rofin presented its sheet metal processing solutions at this year’s EuroBLECH 
exhibition. These included FL Fiber Laser Series multifaceted tools for cutting 
and welding characterized by high efficiency and a beam quality that can be 
adapted to the specific processing 
task. Also through the development of 
more powerful pumping modules and 
optimized fiber laser modules, Rofin is 
capable of generating 2.5 kW of laser 
power from just one fiber laser unit. At 
the show, Rofin presented FL 050 C, a 
5-kW compact model consisting of only 
two units.
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Kern releases new laser system  
Kern Laser Systems’ newest product is the LaserCELL, an enclosed Class 1 
machine that is CDRH and CE compliant to meet the safety requirements set 
forth by U.S. and European safety regulators. The system’s motion package 
provides higher product throughput for cutting and engraving applications. The 
Y axis features dual servomotors powering a rack and pinion drive setup. The 
engraving axis features a thick steel reinforced belt and dual rails for long bearing 
lifetime and raster imaging capabilities.

SLM prints 3-D aircraft 
component 
SLM Solutions completed a 3-D printed titanium 
aircraft component that measures 12.21 in. by 
8.74 in. by 8.66 in. in diameter – the largest part to 
date built in an SLM280HL with dual 400-W lasers, 
which made it possible to build a part of this size in 
a relatively short time, compared to conventional 
manufacturing. SLM Solutions technology 
advancements focus on metal 3-D printing using 
selective laser melting technology, specifically on 
titanium for aerospace applications.

nLight adds high-power fiber lasers
nLight Corp. recently added a 
high-power fiber laser platform to 
its industrial fiber laser portfolio. 
Available in 6 kW and 8 kW, the alta 
fiber laser sources are designed for 
advanced industrial metalcutting 
and welding applications. The back 
reflection  isolation  technology  
allows  uninterrupted  full  power  
processing  of  highly  reflective materials and the alta proprietary fiber  laser 
design enables tool integrators or end users to manage maintenance and service.
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What's the point in purchasing expensive
laser cutting machinery if maintenance men
have to free up slag binding discharge
chains and replace bearings?

When discharge systems become
welded shut as hot slag binds and jams
ordinary chain conveyors, these are
reasons why laser cutters sit idle —
and competitive fabrication cost-margins
grow wider.

That's why owners of laser cutters
are replacing their steel discharge chain
systems with Vibro Transporters and a
stainless steel tray for hot slag and
scrap removal.

The Vibro 100% air-operated
Transporter Conveying System eliminates
the downtime associated with conventional
chain conveyors. Its low profile allows the
Transporter to fit in the tightest, most hard-
to-reach places beneath machine tools.

Other benefits include: 
� 100% Air-Operated

-  No Mechanical
Springs

� Low Air
Consumption

� Variable Speed
Operation

� Two-Year Warranty
� 100% American

Made
� Available from Stock

Register online or call us today to
receive your product line kit, application
video, engineering support, or to locate the
sales representative nearest you.

Low profile, air-operated
Transporter Conveying
System eliminates laser
cutting part and scrap
removal downtime

Global Distribution:
FOSMO MASKIN A.S., Norway 
UPTON & SULLIVAN CO., LTD., Canada 
MTI Monterrey, Mexico

717.527.2094
www.vibroindustries.com

Engineered First to Last

MADE IN

USA

Is hot slag 
impeding your laser
cutting operations?
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by Abbe Miller, editor-in-chief

By developing the cutting 
head in-house, a laser 

equipment manufacturer 
provides customers with a 

competitive edge 



Laser cutting machines have 
become fairly common in 
fabricating and manufacturing 
environments. Like welders, 

press brakes and even simple hand 
tools, they’re a necessity for any 
successful metal fabricating business. 

Despite their commonality, however, 
they still have the power to captivate 
an audience. Even for the shop 
owners that leverage them on a daily 
basis, they easily invoke a certain 
degree of nostalgia. Watching a laser 
slice through steel can conjure up 
memories of just about any gun-
wielding sci-fi movie character.   

At the heart of the always-impressive 
laser operation is the laser cutting 
head, which harnesses the extreme 
power of the cutting beam. It’s here 
that users – and OEMs – focus much of 
their attention and awe. 

Cutting head 
characteristics
One of the many benefits of fiber laser 
technology is the direct path that the 
laser beam takes to the cutting head. 
Because the beam travels through an 
optical cable as opposed to a gas-filled 
tube, the chances for contamination 
and diffraction are low. Therefore, 

“Every part, every parameter and 
every decision that came into play 

when building [the cutting head] 
came from the requirements of the 

type of laser light emitted.” 

when the beam meets the nozzle, the 
quality and power level have not been 
compromised.  

To support the high-quality, high-
power beam, a laser cutting head 
needs to be robust. Power levels have 
been pushing into the double digits 
in recent years; 10-kW and 12-kW laser 
cutting equipment is shaping up to be 
more of a regularity than an anomaly. 
To handle the full range of power 
levels, the cutting head needs to be 
designed with a few key characteristics 
in mind. 

First and foremost, the cutting head 
must be made of materials that can 
withstand the high power and the 
high temperatures emitted by the 
laser beam. Therefore, heads are 
typically made of aluminum and steel, 
with certain components made out 
of ceramic materials and other high-
temperature-resistant materials.

Another demand of the cutting head 
is to ensure that the laser beam being 
emitted has not been contaminated 
by particles in the air. Although the 
optical cable protects the fiber laser 

h p://info.ipgphotonics.com/wobbleh //i f i h i / bbl
systems.us@ipgphotonics .com

Now Available with Game
Changing Laser Technology

MultiAxis Laser Processing Station

FLW Wobble Head with Seam Tracking

Customized Systems for Custom Parts

FIBER LASER
SYSTEM

SOLUTIONS

• Dissimilar metals having differentent memelttittitiil ngngnggnggg poipoioioioioioipoioipoippopo ntntsntntsntsntsntsntsss
• Badly fitting parts with variable gapss o os o os ooooos r sr sr ssr sr seameeameameameamam popopooppoooop sitsitsittsitsiti ionionioiioii ss
• Metals prone to pore formation or thehehethehehehehehheh rmarmarmarmarmarmarmrmrm l cl c cl cl ccl c cracr cckinkiking
• Reflective metals prone to splatterinnnng og og og oo oo of mmmf mf moltooltoltooolten en en memetmetmettttalalalal

Providing a high quality solution 
to common welding challenges: 

Fast. Economical. Capable. Simple.
High-force motion systems and low-mass processing heads for 

rapid production laser processing.
Weld, cut, or drill steel, aluminum, and highly reflective materials.

Easy production implementation with single point service & support.

Live Demos at IPG’s 
FABTECH Booth #N5511

Luca Croce, technical sales support, Cy-Laser

http://www.ipgphotonics.com/


beam from contamination, the cutting 
head still needs to have a fully sealed 
design. This helps protect the beam 
as well as the collimator and focusing 
lenses, which in turn, reduces the need 
for internal maintenance. 

Other characteristics of the laser 
head include an autofocus capability 
for ease of use, lightweight design 
to achieve fast traverse speeds and 
a modular design to deal with the 
potential for part collision. 

In-house benefits
Beyond the physical makeup of the 
laser cutting head, another factor 
to take into consideration when 
vetting laser cutting equipment 
manufacturers is the source of the 
design. When a cutting head is 
designed and produced in-house by 
the laser OEM, customers benefit. Luca 
Croce, technical sales support at Cy-
Laser, explains.  

“In the case of the Cy-Laser head, it 
was specifically developed for the 
fiber laser source we provide in our 
equipment,” he says. “Every part, every 
parameter and every decision that 
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Cy-Laser designed its laser 
cutting head with flexibility 
in mind. It can be optimized 
to handle thick materials 
as well as thinner, lighter 
gauge materials.



came into play when building it came 
from the requirements of the type of 
laser light our various machines emit.” 

A description of the Cy-Laser head 
includes the hallmarks of a robust 
laser cutting head, such as its 
motorized single-focus lens that can 
be customized to specific production 
requirements, a 100-percent sealed 
enclosure that remains sealed even 
during maintenance activities as well 
as an integrated cooling circuit.

The laser cutting head also comes 
equipped with an anti-collision 
system, a process monitor to 
control the status of the optics and 

Cy-Laser’s official corporate video tells the story of a company that pioneered 
the industrial application of fiber laser sources. 

Watch Cy-Laser’s proprietary laser cutting head in action. 

stop the process in the rare case of 
contamination, and the company’s 
CyServo for quick and clean piercing. 

Also ensuring clean cuts is Cy-Laser’s 
cross-jet for the removal of piercing 
spatter. Automatic nozzle cleaning, 
the capability for quick assist gas 
changeover and compressed air 
cutting options round out the overall 
design. All of this translates into the 
longest uptime in the industry,  
says Croce. 

The CY2D S3015 is 
available in various 
kilowatt versions and 
utilizes the company’s 
in-house designed laser 
cutting head.
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Laser flexibility
Croce says that the beauty of the Cy-
Laser design can also be seen through 
its flexibility. The company developed 
one cutting head that can be used 
across all of its laser cutting machines, 
regardless of the power level or 
operation. Whether it’s for laser cutting 
or welding from 2 kW up to 10 kW, 
the cutting head can stand up to any 
power level and can also be adapted to 
customer needs. Adapting to customer 
needs is key.

“Because the production of the cutting 
head takes place in-house, we have 

the knowledge to adapt to every 
kind of change that the marketplace 
presents us with,” Croce says. “And 
that’s not just in regard to the power 
source, it’s also how we’ve optimized 
our different machines according to 
the needs of the customer, including 
the speed of the cut and the type and 
thickness of the material that needs to 
be cut. Because the laser head is made 
by us, we can make modifications to it 

One of the most 
important elements of 
the laser operation is 
the laser cutting head, 
which must harness the 
extreme power of the 
cutting beam.
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“Because the production of
the head took place in-house,
we have the knowledge
to adapt to every kind of
change that the marketplace
presents us with.”
Luca Croce, technical sales support, Cy-Laser



Laser range
Italian-based, Cy-Laser has been 
producing fiber laser cutting 
equipment since 2004 and special 
welding equipment since the 1980s. 
Since the company’s inception, it 
has also been producing its own 
laser cutting heads. With a range of 
equipment, the engineers agree that a 
universal cutting head best serves the 
ever-changing needs of the company’s 
customers.  

Currently, the company produces 
eight laser cutting machine models as 
well as a laser tube cutting machine. 
With multiple power levels and table 
sizes available, customers are afforded 
more than 40 different possible 
configurations. Cy-Laser also produces 
custom laser welding systems and 
specializes in stainless steel “pillow” 
welds especially suited for heat transfer 
applications. Cy-Laser

With the mantra that “the light of 
tomorrow travels through fiber,” 
Cy-Laser will continue to focus on 
research and development to further 
optimize its offerings. In doing so, the 
company will continue to captivate 
the attention of current and potential 
customers alike. 

depending on a user’s needs. It makes 
it easier to adapt to changing needs.” 

Croce gives the example of a customer 
who initially needs to cut mostly thick 
materials. He says that Cy-Laser’s laser 
cutting head can be optimized to 
handle those thicker materials. But, if 
the customer later realizes a need to 
cut faster on thinner, lighter gauge 
materials, the engineers at Cy-Laser 
can optimize the cutting head for 
these new demands by changing its 
parameters or configurations. 

“We can adapt or modify, in a cost-
effective way, an older machine to 
handle the new work a customer now 
needs to do,” he says. “A customer 
could need to increase the power level 
of their machine to improve the speed 
of their cutting or to cut different 
materials. Because we developed the 
cutting head, we have an intimate 
understanding of how the light is 
managed, depending on the job 
at hand. Through the head, we can 
transform the light into the correct 
cutting beam.” 

The company produces 
eight laser cutting 
machine models in as 
many as 40 different 
configurations.
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http://www.cy-laser.com/en
http://www.kernlasers.com/


Order 
the 

combo
A plasma and fiber 
laser combination 
cutting machine offers a 
multitude of advantages

by Susan Woods, managing editor



A laser/plasma combination 
machine allows fabricators 
to take advantage of both 
cutting processes to achieve 

fine features in thin sheet metal and 
effective cuts on thick plate. The 
plasma and fiber laser technologies 
share a cutting table, gantry system, 
motion controls and, in some cases, 
the gases used.

The gantry, or bridge, moves back and 
forth using a rack-and-pinion system 
to position the plasma or laser cutting 
head (workstation) over the material. 
Across the gantry, two servo-driven 
motorized platforms independent of 
each other provide the up and down 
motion for the heads.

As is true for any cutting process, 
plasma and laser each has its strengths 
and weaknesses. 

Lasers can cut up to 1 1/2-in.-thick 
material, but for high-quality cuts, 
material 1 in. thick and below is 

Plasma cutting capability can be added to Soitaab’s Lasertech FiberLine laser, 
allowing fast speeds on thicker material and fine details on thin sheets.
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ideal. Laser cutting is extremely 
accurate, especially for fine details, 
and has almost no consumable costs. 
Its weakness is that it can only cut 
the thinner material and is a slower 
process overall.

Also, it requires a much more 
expensive upfront investment due 
to the high cost of the fiber laser 
resonator and the mechanical control 
systems. Lasers also often require a 
complete protective cabin, essentially 

a box surrounding the entire work area 
to house the system to meet all the 
safety requirements.

Plasma can cut thicker materials at 
higher speeds, efficiently cutting 
material 1 1/4 in. and materials up to 
4 in. or 5 in. thick for very rough sever 
cuts. Plasma, however, requires more 
consumable use (electrodes, tips and 
nozzles), and cut quality begins to 
diminish as those consumables  
wear out.

Soitaab’s Lasertech FiberLine features a parameter driven CNC with an efficient 
and intuitive interface.
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Therefore, plasma costs more 
to operate but the upfront laser 
machine cost is much higher.

Big bang
While a laser/plasma combination 
machine doesn’t address all of these 
disadvantages, “you can get the fast 
speed on thicker material with the 
plasma and the finer details and 
accurate cutting with the laser,” says 
Dave Maxham, vice president of sales 
and marketing at Soitaab USA. “A lot 
of times, customers use plasma to 
cut a big contour that doesn’t need 
the most accurate finish. Then for fine 
features, even on the same part or 
sheet, they come back with the laser 
to cut fine details so they can get the 
biggest bang out of both processes.”

A combined machine can help a 
shop expand into new markets 
without having to invest in a new 
machine dedicated to one cutting 
process. Also, while a shop might 
not have enough business to keep 
a plasma or laser machine busy, 
it might have enough work for a 
combined machine.

Other benefits include material 
handling. With a combo machine, it’s 
no longer necessary to move the part 
or sheet from one machine to the next, 
eliminating handling and issues with 
registering one cut to the other. It also 
saves space and saves money on the 
capital equipment investment.

The combination of laser and plasma 
requires the operator skill level to be 

varied. “They are two very different 
cutting processes to learn,” Maxham 
notes. “While the cutting parameters 
are still all controlled by the CNC 
database, the difference comes from 
being able to look at a part and 
diagnose what is causing a particular 
problem or cut defect.”

When cutting with plasma, a skilled 
operator knows when something is 
going to go wrong. “He can look at 
a plasma cut and tell immediately if 
the speed is too fast or too slow, if his 
torch tip height is inaccurate or if the 
consumables are worn,” Maxham says. 
“All of these defects look very different 
when cutting with a fiber laser.”

The laser is completely different as far 
as setup is concerned. According to 
Maxham, “The operator has to know 
what could go wrong that he would 
need to correct -- the focal points, the 
height of the cutting head above the 
material, which assist gas if any needs 
to be used, and the mechanics of a 
fiber laser.”

One example where the processes 
differ is where the kerf crosses itself 
when cutting a small hole. The lead 
ins and lead outs, the cutting tip 
height, the ramping up and down of 
the plasma power, and the mixing of 
various gases are all different between 
the two processes.

A laser/plasma combination 
machine cuts big contours and fine 
features on the same part.

While a shop might not have 
enough business to keep a 

plasma or laser machine busy, 
it might have enough work for a 

combined machine.
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Parameter decisions
Certain guidelines dictate which 
cutting process to use for a particular 
application. Obviously, anything above 
1 1/2 in. thick is going to be cut with 
plasma. But many factors can go into 
deciding which features are cut with 
which process.

“You need to marry the right factors to 
the parameters of the job,” Maxham says.

Both plasma and laser cutting provides a 
good mix of cut quality, productivity and 
low operating costs. And that is true for 
mild steel, stainless steel and aluminum. 
They also have the ability to cut other 
metals as well such as copper and brass.

When bevel cutting, plasma may be 
the better choice. Highly reflective 
materials may reflect the laser off the 
material. But, the biggest concern 
when bevel cutting is how much 
thicker the material becomes when 
cutting. For example, a 1-in.-thick 
plate becomes almost a 1 11/16-in. cut 
thickness when cutting a 45-degree 
bevel for a weld edge prep, so bevel 
cutting quickly exceeds the laser’s cut 
thickness capacity. 

Plasma can be effective on thin 
sheet as well. The edges are going to 
be rougher than those made with a 
laser, but it is a matter of degree.

“If you’re going to fold the edge 
over, it doesn’t matter what it looks 
like,” Maxham says. “Say I’m doing 
1/4-in.-thick sheet for an application. 
It is really easy to bevel with plasma 
to give you the edge you need for 
weld preparation so there is no 
secondary operation.”

Maxham believes plasma is the 
easier process to control and is more 
well-defined in the industry. “There 
is more anecdotal info on plasma 
and issues such as the cutting table 
or the recipe for cutting the perfect 
hole,” Maxham says.

That recipe is pretty well defined 
as to how to produce a smooth 
hole edge without any taper in the 
side wall, especially in thicker plate. 
“When the torch is finishing the 
hole,” he says, “it’s already calculated 
in the CNC to begin to raise the 
torch tip and ramp down the power 
to avoid making a large dimple 
where the kerf crosses.”

Geometries beyond the capability of 
the plasma can be cut with laser. Fine 
holes that have a diameter less than the 
thickness of the plate and sharp right-
angle corners are easy to cut with the 
laser on thinner materials. Also, lasers are 
so accurate they can easily use common 
cuts between parts. With plasma, a space 
is needed between two cuts and each is 
done separately.

The answer to which process to use 
comes from an understanding of 
the plasma and laser strengths and 
weaknesses. This understanding allows 
the designer or operator to quickly 
determine which process is best for 
which features to be cut. Then the CNC 
allows the operator to choose which 
process to use at what time, even on a 
single sheet or part.

Soitaab’s  
FiberLine S 6030 
fiber laser machine 
has a cutting area  
of 6 m by 3 m.
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Maxham says, “The software can do all 
of the contours with plasma and the 
fine details with the laser at the push 
of a button.”

Keep a look out
Overall, certain factors of any cutting 
machine should be considered. 
Soitaab builds its machines from the 
ground up. This includes building its 
own process control software.

The company integrates IPG fiber 
laser and Hypertherm plasma 
technology into its systems. “The 
tighter you can keep control of that 
plasma arc, the better cut you’ll get,” 
Maxham says. “Hypertherm is by far 
the most accurate in controlling the 
arc and yielding that HyDefintion cut.”

Another factor is servomotor motion 
controls instead of stepper motors, 
which operate with short bursts 
instead of continuous motion. Servo 
controls allow for much smoother 
movement and are important for the 
most accurate cuts.

The gantry needs to be able to 
withstand high acceleration and 

Soitaab USA

deceleration rates as well as support 
all the weight of the workstations. 
Dual drives on the machine are 
coordinated so the gantry moves 
square on the rails.

“But perhaps the biggest thing we do 
is the way the machine is shielded,” 
Maxham concludes. “It’s a European 
concept where all the parts, including 
the mechanical motion, are covered. 
This not only protects the machine, 
but, more importantly, protects the 
operator, which is always our top 
priority. Everything is out of  
harm’s way.”
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The answer to which process 
to use comes from an 

understanding of the plasma and 
laser strengths and weaknesses. 

http://www.soitaabusa.com/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBbJi_NBCGA&feature=youtu.be


Precision laser 
drilling with 
ultrashort pulse 
lasers opens 
up a world of 
possibilities

by Thomas Gester, team leader, applications 
lab, and Mandy Gebhardt, marketing 
manager, 3D-Micromac AG



The growing demand for 
inkjet printer systems with 
high throughput as well 
as for systems resistant 

to acidic printing inks and abrasive 
substances, such as nanoparticles, is 
driving the need for new inkjet designs 
composed of highly resistant materials. 
Contemporary production techniques 
such as galvanic processes, etching 
and laser systems with long pulse 
widths are reaching their limits to 
fabricate these new inkjet printing jets 
due to increasing numbers of nozzles 
per printing head, reduced processing 
times, new nozzle geometries and 
associated flow rate throughputs. 

This article reviews a sophisticated 
laser ablation technique that digitally 
employs ultrashort pulse lasers in the 
picosecond and femtosecond range 
(1013 seconds to 1015 seconds) to 
enable drilling of micro-apertures 
with well-defined geometries to 
meet the critical requirements for 
inkjet production. Compared with 
conventional production processes, 

Figure 1. 
Principle of 
percussion 
drilling.

a digital laser procedure enables the 
highest possible flexibility when the 
production of freeform jet geometries 
is required with a variety of jet shapes 
or flank angles.
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Introduction
Drilling of micro-apertures with 
well-defined geometries is gaining 
significance in a variety of industries. 
Laser drilling, in turn, is replacing 
conventional drilling processes to 
support many applications, ranging 
from the setting of micro-drillings 
in throughput flow filters and sieves 
to drillings in high-performance 
solar cells and injection jets in the 
automotive industry. 

Laser techniques are gaining ground 
in the production of printer inkjets 
due to the laser’s touchless processing, 
precise dosing of energy input, 
minimal heat transmission into the 
material, precision and repeatability. 
Laser techniques also provide 
additional flexibility in defining the 
drilling geometries. For example, it 
is possible to generate micro-holes 
with a high aspect ratio (the relation 
between the drilling depth and the 
drilling diameter) or micro-holes 
with defined taper by varying the 
machining strategy during the  
laser process.

The fundamentals
Depending on the application, a variety 
of lasers can be employed for micro-
drilling. While excimer lasers and solid-
state lasers working in the UV range are 
highly suitable for processing polymer 
substrates, solid-state lasers in the 
visual or infrared range are used for 
machining metals. However, selecting 
the right laser alone is not enough to 
ensure a successful outcome. Choosing 
the right drilling technique also plays a 
decisive role. Well-known among these 
techniques are percussion drilling  
and trepanning. 

In percussion drilling, the hole is 
produced by using multiple short-
duration laser pulses until the required 
depth of the hole has been obtained 
(see Figure 1). The beam guidance in this 
process is static. Depending on the point 
of focus, percussion drilling can produce 
a fixed diameter or variable geometries. 
It is an extremely rapid drilling method 
where several hundred or thousand 
drillings can be obtained per second. 
However, the process has its limits when 
high-quality drillings are required.



Figure 3. Production 
system for laser 
drilling of inkjet 
printing jets.
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Figure 2. Variably obtainable jet geometries with a variety of jet forms or 
flank angles. 

Trepanning also uses multiple laser 
pulses to produce the hole. After 
the initial pilot hole is created, the 
laser enlarges the pilot hole, moving 
over the workpiece in a series of 
increasingly larger circles. The 
advantages of the trepanning process 
are the production of micro-holes 
up to a few millimeters in diameter 
and greater repeatability as well as 
the ability to produce special-shaped 
drillings in addition to round drillings. 
At the same time, the taper of the 
micro-hole can be reduced to create a 
more uniform “straight” hole, which is 
essential for many applications. 

Laser drilling of inkjets
In the production of industrial inkjet 
printing systems, a variety of jet types 
are employed. All jet-type working 
materials are required to be resistant 
to acidic printing inks or abrasive 
substances, such as nanoparticles. For 
this reason, highly resistant working 
materials such as stainless steel, 
titanium and glass are preferred. 
Typical material thickness is around 
50 microns. Depending on the 
requirements of the inkjet printing 

system manufacturer, a variety of jet 
geometries, jet forms and flank angles 
may be needed (see Figure 2). 

Typical jet geometries for printer 
inkjets have input diameters between 
50 microns and 100 microns and 
output diameters between 20 microns 
and 40 microns. Apart from the 
production of a suitable jet geometry, 
the highest priorities in laser drilling 
are maintaining high surface quality, 
reproducibility and precision. These 
are all critical to achieving correct flow 
behavior of the print mediums and 
precise distribution of the inks on the 
substrates because the human eye is 
capable of recognizing an incorrectly 
impinged drop of ink produced by a 
single defective jet.

Due to the high number of jets per 
printing head, the processing time and 
associated flow-rate throughput are 
critical parameters. To address these 
needs and meet the requirements 
for industrial manufacturing, 
3D-Micromac developed a 
sophisticated laser drilling process 
utilizing ultrashort pulse lasers. Based 



Figure 4. Laser-
drilled inkjet printing 
jets (stainless steel 
working material) 
produced by the 
ultrashort pulse laser 
ablation technique 
demonstrate highly 
uniform jet geometries 
with minimal thermal 
effects. 
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Figure 5. Cross-section analysis of a micro-hole with a laser 
scanning microscope shows a homogenous jet geometry. 

on extensive experience in 
the manufacturing of OEM 
laser systems for the drilling 
of special inkjet printing jets, 
the modular laser system 
(see Figure 3)  combines 
high-rate throughput with 
extremely low production 
costs. Depending on the 
customer’s requirements, 
the system can be equipped 
with a variety of ultrashort 
pulse laser sources. The jet 
and workpiece positioning 
can achieve accuracies in the 
nano range.

Laser ablation with pulse durations 
in the picosecond and femtosecond 
range (10-13 seconds to 10-15 
seconds) is often described as “cold 
ablation.” However, this only applies 
to pulse durations less than 10 
femtoseconds. 

If the laser pulse duration lies above 
this time interval, an electron-photon 
interaction and the associated 
temperature conduction occur in the 
substrate. Ideally, this restricts itself to 
less than 100 nm of material width at 
pulse durations into the picosecond 
range. 

The advantage of the ultrashort 
pulse laser lies in its ability to 
impart all of the laser energy to the 
material within a short time interval. 
Extremely high power densities up to 
a few gigawatts per cm² are thereby 
achieved. 

This leads to very good absorption of 
the laser radiation and the potential  
for quasi “athermal” and extremely 
precise processing. The result is 
qualitatively high-value structures 
with practically no heat influence 
or material contamination on the 
surrounding material. 



Real results
To determine whether the new 
ultrashort pulse laser ablation 
technique meets the quality and 
precision requirements for drilling 
inkjet printing jets, the process 
was evaluated in the picosecond 
and femtosecond range. Laser 
beam sources were employed with 
wavelengths in the infrared and visual 
spectrums depending on the jet 
working material.

The drilling geometries were produced 
by a galvoscanner. The movement of 
the complete workpiece was done 
with a direct-driven XY positioning 
system (positioning accuracy ±0.002 
mm; repeatability ±0.001 mm). An 
oxygen-free process gas was used to 
remove the ablated material from the 
micro-hole as well as prevent oxidation 
of the metal, further improving the 
quality of the ablation process. 

Drilling results on all working materials 
were visually flawless and displayed 
highly uniform jet geometries. 
Thermal influenced zones, eruptions 
or working material melts were also 3D-Micromac AG

practically unrecognizable (see Figure 
4). Resulting wall roughness was 
approximately less than 0.05 microns 
Ra, which is well within acceptable 
levels. Further cross-section analysis 
using a laser scanning microscope 
confirmed the homogeneity of the jet 
geometry (Figure 5).

Laser machining with ultrashort 
pulse lasers is well suited for the next 
generation of inkjet printing jets in 
metal materials. Adopting this process 
enables the production of complex 
drilling geometries with excellent edge 
quality and wall roughness. 

In addition, the laser drilling technique 
also opens up new possibilities 
beyond industrial applications. For 
example, it can be used to generate 
freeform channels and cavities for 
microfluidics applications as well as 
produce openings for components and 
interlayer-connections in the display 
industry, among others. 
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Whether you’re replacing capital equipment or purchasing consumables, finding 
and qualifying new suppliers adds to the workload of an already busy shop owner 
or production manager. Sorting through the thousands of companies that provide 
products to the metalworking industry can be both time consuming and frustrating. 

But that’s about to change! 

U.S. Metalworking Sourcebook is a 
powerful, easy-to-use online resource that 

brings buyers and sellers together. 

The Sourcebook is a research search tool already seen by over 280,000 job shop and OEM buyers of all levels 
throughout the U.S., Canada and Mexico. It was developed by Techgen Media Group, publishers of Fab Shop 
Magazine Direct, Shop Floor Lasers and Welding Productivity.  We know metalworking, and we know how to 
help you find the supplier that best matches you needs, and with only a few keystrokes.

WE’VE TAKEN SOME OF THE 
WORK OUT OF METALWORKING.

WHERE BUYERS AND SELLERS MEET  •  USMetalworkingSourcebook.com

S O U R C E B O O K

METALWORKINGU.S.

Log on to USMetalworkingSourcebook.com today to activate your listing. 
More than 3,000 companies are already included.

http://3d-micromac.us/
http://usmetalworkingsourcebook.com/


3-D printing technology 
produces aluminum 
handlebars used at the Rio 
2016 Summer Olympics

Medal-winning
design

by Jimmy Myers, senior editor



Weight is a major 
issue in professional 
cycling. Whether it’s 
long, grueling road 

races or short-distance, high-intensity 
track cycling in the velodrome, 
cyclists demand light, stiff bikes 
with top-notch components. 
SLM Solutions, a company that 
builds machines for metal additive 
manufacturing, played a vital role in 
bringing a new handlebar design to 
a French cycling team competing in 
the Rio 2016 Summer Olympics. 

Bicycles, despite their apparent 
simplicity, have become fine-tuned 

precision machines where parts are 
measured in millimeters and grams. 
Professional cyclists rely on the latest 
technology to give them the power-
to-weight ratio that helps maximize 
their efforts. 

Erpro & Sprint, a company that uses 
SLM’s machines to make a variety 
of components for the automotive, 
aerospace, medical, cosmetic and 
architecture industries, recently took 
on a metal additive manufacturing 
project that resulted in the 
production of handlebars for the 
French team. They partnered with 
the French Cycling Federation and 
GIE S2A, a French-based company 
that operates large aeroacoustic wind 
tunnels, to design and develop the 
new handlebars.

The 3-D printed handlebars, which 
take 24 hours to make per set, utilize 
an interior aluminum lattice structure 
that provides the strength needed 
as the cyclists torque down on the 
handlebars while sprinting. The lattice 
structure also helps to minimize 
weight. Erpro & Sprint used the SLM 

The men’s French 
Olympic sprint cycling 
team receiving its bronze 
medals at the Rio 2016 
Summer Olympics.

280HL metal 3-D printer to make the 
handlebars. Cyril Vue, CEO of Erpro 
& Sprint, notes a French cyclist had 
success with the handlebars earlier 
in the year when he won a track race 
in Italy. Athletes were optimistic that 
the new design would provide similar 
outcomes at the Olympics. 
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“Additive manufacturing technology 
premiered at the Rio 2016 Olympic 
games alongside the French team,” 
Vue said in an August SLM news 
release. “To support the cyclists, Erpro 
& Sprint manufactured seven fully 3-D 
printed handlebars.”

The result? The men’s French sprint 
team brought home a bronze medal.
 
SLM technology
SLM, which stands for selective  
laser melting, offers the SLM 
280HL, the build envelope of 
which measures 280 mm 
by 280 mm by 350 mm. 

level and 1,000-W power level as well 
as a twin-optics design with two 400-W 
or two 700-W power generators.

An SLM representative says that 
depending on how the components 
are arranged, the printer can offer 
an 80 percent higher build rate than 
competitive models. The highest build 
rate is measured at 55 cm3/h. The total 
weight of the machine without metal 
powder is approximately 3,306 lbs. 
An SLM representative says that the 
machine used by Erpro & Sprint  
to create the handlebars offers a 
weight reduction that makes the 
aluminum handlebars almost as light 
as carbon fiber.

Carbon is huge in cycling today. 
Frames weighing as little as 1.5 lbs. are 
made from carbon, and almost every 
component on a high-end bicycle, such 
as those used by professionals, is made 
from carbon. It’s so light that some 
bikes fall under the Union Cycliste 
Internationale’s (UCI) minimum weight 
limit, which is 14.99 lbs. To compete, 
they must add ballast to the bike to 
bring it up to the proper weight.

The men’s French 
Olympic sprint team 
using the 3-D printed 
handlebars in Rio.

The 280HL, the model Erpro & Sprint 
used to make the handlebars, delivers 
high throughput technology with one 
or two fiber lasers with 3-D scanning 
optics and a patented bi-directional 
recoating. 

The 280 HL is available in three 
models: A single-optics design with 
a 400- or 700-W power level, a dual 
optics design with a 400-W power 

“Thanks to the interior structures we 
built with 3-D printing,” says an SLM 
representative, “we can manage to 
make an aluminum part almost as light 
as a carbon part.”

Not only are the aluminum 3-D 
handlebars nearly as light as carbon 
handlebars, they have the same 
strength, if not better, as was evident 
when French cyclist Virginie Cueff took 
a hard fall during an Olympic track race. 
Although she suffered minor injuries, 
her handlebars were not damaged.
 
Aluminum powder 
power
3-D printing with aluminum powder 
is not without its challenges, as an 
SLM representative points out. The 
aluminum powder is reactive and can 
be dangerous if not handled properly. 
The proper equipment must be  
used at all times, as even simple  
static electricity can potentially ignite 
the powder.

Aluminum used in 3-D printing allows 
for complex, yet lightweight designs 
to come to life, which makes it ideal for 
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many applications in many industries. 
Carmaker Audi recently bought the 
280HL system to focus on aluminum 
materials for the development of their 
lightweight designs. Furthermore, 
Formula 1 manufacturers are creating 
parts with SLM systems.

SLM machines include the SLM 125HL, 
touted as its economical system with 

a smaller build envelope than the 
280HL. Utilizing 3-D CAD data, the 
125HL produces high-quality metal 
components. Build rate, which is 
approximately 25 cm3/h, is improved 
in the 125HL through a patented bi-
directional coating process. 

SLM also produces the SLM 500HL. As 
the numerical value would suggest, 

Watch the design and production of the 3-D 
printed aluminum handlebars here.

the build envelope is larger than the 
other two machines at 500 mm by 
280 mm by 365 mm. Utilizing four 
quad fiber lasers (at 400 W each), the 
build rate is increased by 90 percent 
compared to the twin configuration 
(also at 400 W each). The 500HL has a 
fully automated powder management 
system where the metal powder is 
continually sieved and fed to the 
construction process. This is a time 
saver because there is no manual  
filling of metal powder to the machine. 
The build rate for this machine is  
105 cm3/h. 

“Thanks to the interior structures 
we built with 3-D printing, we can 

manage to make an aluminum part 
almost as light as a carbon part.” 

All three models work with a variety 
of metal powders, including cobalt-
chrome, aluminum alloy, super alloys, 
titanium, tool and stainless steel.
 
Beyond handlebars
The technology surrounding metal 
additive manufacturing continues to 
evolve, and it is part of the reason the 
technology is more widely accepted 
today. For example, the Global 
Aerospace Additive Manufacturing 
Market is projected to see a CAGR 
growth of around 21 percent by 
2021. An analysis from Market 

SLM Solutions representative
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The 3-D printed handlebars utilize an interior aluminum lattice 
structure that provides the strength cyclists need.

Research Future places the reasons 
for the growth spurt on feasible 
and ecofriendly manufacturing 
processes, weight reduction 
and fuel consumption, ease of 
manufacturing for complex parts and 
a more accepting culture of additive 
manufacturing within the aerospace 
industry.

SLM customers are using the 
technology in many ways, including 
automobile tire mold design. SLM 

The aluminum 3-D-printed 
handlebars are nearly as 
light as carbon handlebars 
and are just as strong, 
which is necessary as the 
cyclists torque down on the 
handlebars while sprinting. 
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SLM Solutions’ 280HL 
system can process 
a variety of metal 
powders, including 
cobalt-chrome, 
aluminum alloy, super 
alloys, titanium, tool 
and stainless steel.

SLM Solutions

says its machines are enabling the 
production of new tire tread mold 
segments in less time for less money. 
It’s the layer-by-layer process of 
melting metal powder with lasers 
between 400 W and 1,000 W, or a 
combination of lasers, that allows 
more intricate tread designs, creating 
fine gaps that traditional moldmaking 
processes can’t achieve. 

SLM Solutions representative
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The technology 
surrounding metal 
additive manufacturing 
continues to evolve, and 
it is part of the reason 
the technology is more 
widely accepted today.

http://slm-solutions.us/


Prevent injuries and improve productivity by 
following OSHA-recommended guidelines

Safe
by Ron Pitcher, president, Pitcher Insurance Agency Inc. 

lifting



Savvy fabricators with laser 
cutting equipment look for 
efficiencies where they can get 
them, which includes adding 

automation for material handling 
operations. However, most shops still 
require workers to do a fair amount 
of lifting per shift, which makes them 
vulnerable to injury. 

Implementing workplace health and 
safe movement initiatives allows 
fabricators to take proactive measures 
to deal with any potential health 
issues affecting their employees. This is 
particularly important for the following 
reasons: 

• A large number of on-the-job 
injuries occur from incorrect body 
movement.

• Obesity rates continue to rise.
• There is a steady increase of 

inactivity among Americans.
• Medical care costs continue to rise.
• There is an increase in stress-related 

illnesses. 

Ergonomics, essentially, is a term for 
the study of how workers perform 

their jobs more efficiently in their 
work environment. The goal of 
most manufacturers employing an 
ergonomic strategy is to find more 
fluid, natural ways for the body 
to move to achieve a task in the 
workplace. This helps to reduce stress 
and injury while also improving 
production.

Risk factors 
Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs), 
according to OSHA, are injuries of the 
muscles, nerves, tendons, ligaments, 
joints, cartilage and spinal discs. 
Symptoms include a dull aching 
sensation, discomfort with specific 
movements, tenderness to the touch, 
a burning sensation, pain, tingling, 
cramping or stiffness. These symptoms 
appear gradually and may disappear 
during rest. The most common 
problems occur in the neck, lower 
back, shoulders, elbows, wrists and 
hands.

The first step to avoid MSDs is to be 
aware of every motion that can cause 
problems. Some of the primary risk 
factors for MSDs, according to the 

Canadian Centre for Occupational 
Health and Safety, include:

• Work postures and movements
• Repetitiveness and pace of work
• Force of movements
• Vibration
• Temperature
• Monotonous tasks

All of these risk factors can increase, 
depending on how a worker lifts 
objects and moves their body while 

Fabricators rely on 
material handling 
equipment for large 
objects, however, 
workers must still do 
some amount of lifting, 
which makes them 
vulnerable to injury. 
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they perform tasks. With a proper 
understanding of the risk factors, 
avoiding MSDs becomes a more 
achievable goal.  

Focus on flexibility
When the body isn’t prepared to 
move in a certain way, strains turn 
into nagging injuries, or in the 
worst cases, a disability. With a 
focus on flexibility, many MSDs can 
be avoided. Stretching before work, 
according to the Mayo Clinic, can 
help improve joint range of motion 
while reducing risk of injury. 

While studies about stretching 
before athletic activities offer mixed 
results (some sprinters and jumpers 
experience decreased strength after 
stretching), the goal of stretching 
before tackling workplace activities 
is about getting muscles ready for 
specific work-related movements to 
reduce the risk of injury. 

According to the Mayo Clinic, 
stretching can help:
• Flexibility
• Range of motion in joints

Symptoms for musculoskeletal 
disorders appear gradually and 
may disappear during rest. The 
most common problems occur in 
the neck, lower back, shoulders, 
elbows, wrists and hands.

• Decrease risk of injuries
• Increase blood flow to the muscles
• Enable muscles to work most 

effectively

The best strategy for stretching, 
according to the Mayo Clinic, is to 
focus on major muscle groups and 
muscles that are used routinely for 
work. The major muscle groups 
include calves, thighs, hips, lower 
back, neck and shoulders. Most 
workers should also focus on 
stretching muscles that control 
movement in the hands  
and wrists.

Proper techniques 
Improper lifting generally involves 
pain and troubles that can be avoided. 
By following a few lifting tips, workers 
can avoid pain, injury and missing 
work to recover.

The first step before lifting is to 
determine if the size of the load is 
too heavy. If it is, breaking it down to 
a manageable size is recommended. 
How it will be lifted is also a factor – 
if it’s too awkward, injury can occur, 

which means a second worker should 
be brought in for assistance.

Another tip every material handler 
should know is to always lift with their 
legs. Many workers lift with their backs 
because it is most often a time saver. 
However, leg muscles are made to lift 
large loads without injury, whereas the 
back is not. 
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Additionally, avoid lifting and twisting 
in the same motion. The first objective 
should be to get the material off the 
ground or shelf, and then, once the 
legs are straight, move with the legs 
instead of twisting the waist and  
lower back. 

Mayo Clinic tips on how to lift  
properly include:

• Begin lifting from a safe position, 
back straightened

• Make sure the natural curve in the 
lower back is maintained

• Avoid twisting
• Squat instead of kneeling
• Use the legs to lift, not the back

There are just as many bad ways 
to handle material as there are 
proper ways, and those who do it 
wrong are making these common 
mistakes: twisting, reaching for 
objects, sideways bending and lifting 
unequally. 

OSHA has identified a number of 
potential hazards related to awkward 

postures that lead to MSDs. For 
example, bending while lifting causes 
the back to support the weight of 
the upper body and the object being 
lifted. The object doesn’t have to be 
heavy to cause injury in this situation. 
Another problem with bending is that 
it moves the load away from the body, 
increasing the leverage on the back, 
which increases stress and fatigues 
muscles. Reaching also moves the load 
away from the body, creating undo 
strain on shoulders. 

Injured workers often have put uneven 
pressure on their spine by carrying 
loads on a shoulder or under an arm. 
Even carrying a load in one hand 
rather than two can create uneven 
pressure that leads to spinal MSDs.

The solution many workers use is to 
keep the item close to their bodies 
when lifting, especially from a low 
location. Workers handling materials 
should store them in the “power zone,” 
which is between mid-thigh and 
mid-chest. This minimizes the need 
to bend and make mistakes. OSHA 

In this video, ergonomics in virtually any work environment is the focus. Watch to 
learn more about proper posture, managing forces and excessive repetitive motion. 

By following a few lifting tips, 
workers can avoid pain, injury 
and missing work to recover.
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recommends to never start a vertical 
lift below mid-thigh or end it above 
shoulder height due to the stress that 
such movement places on the legs, 
knees, back, shoulder and arms. 

Workers can avoid twisting motions by 
making turns by using their feet rather 
than twisting their torso. Keeping 
elbows close to the body also helps to 
prevent bad movement. 

OSHA also offers the following tips to 
reduce MSDs:

• Use ladders or aerial lifts to elevate 
workers closer to materials

• Create smaller loads out of big loads 
to minimize strain per lift

• Carry loose items in buckets with 
handles

• If moving material from truck beds, 
use roll-out decks to bring the 
material closer to workers

Processes into play  
To ensure that employees are aware 
of the proper way to handle and 
move material to decrease injury, it’s 
essential that management take a role 

Many workers lift with their backs 
because it’s faster, but to avoid 
injury, lifting with the legs is safer. 
Leg muscles are made to lift large 
loads whereas the back is not. 

in the process. According to OSHA, 
there are several important elements 
of an ergonomic risk management 
process:

• Provide management support – 
In addition to exhibiting a strong 
commitment by management, 
clear goals and objectives should 

be defined and discussed with workers. It’s also helpful to assign 
responsibilities to designated  
staff members.

• Involve workers – Directly involve workers in worksite assessments, 
solution development and implementation by allowing them to:

Identify and provide important information about hazards.

Voice concerns and suggestions for reducing exposure and then 
evaluate the changes made.
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Pitcher Insurance Agency Inc. 

• Provide training – Training 
ensures that workers are aware 
of ergonomics and its benefits, 
become informed about ergonomics 
related concerns in the workplace 
and understand the importance of 
reporting early symptoms of MSDs.

• Identify problems – Identifying and 
assessing ergonomic problems in 
the workplace reduces the chance of 
MSDs.

• Encourage early reporting – Early 
reporting of MSD symptoms can 
accelerate the job assessment and 
improvement process and help to 
prevent or reduce the progression of 
symptoms, development of serious 
injuries and subsequent lost-time 
claims.

• Implement solutions – When 
possible solutions are implemented, 
the chance to reduce, control and 
eliminate workplace MSDs increases.

• Evaluate progress – To assess the 
effectiveness of the ergonomic 
process and to ensure its continuous 
improvement and long-term 
success, establish evaluation and 
corrective action procedures. 

Techgen Media’s Turnkey Email Campaigns 

Email rates 

Select by Technical 
Interest

Base price: 

Bending/Folding: 45,234

Stamping: 20,185

Punching: 23,865 

Sawing: 31,727

Shearing: 19,396

Plasma Cutting: 26,603 

Waterjet: 4,241 

Laser Cutting: 14,461

Laser Welding: 

Welding: 

4,612 

109,773 

 
$100/M

Minimum Order Quantity: 5,000

Techgen Media Group Email Campaigns 
offer a cost-effective way to expand your 
message reach and engage with qualified 
buyers. By having access to our more than 
195,000 opted-in subscribers, you can 
deliver professionally designed content 
to decision makers in targeted industry 
segments.

Leverage Email Campaigns to:

• Keep readers up to date on your 
products, processes and services. 

• Increase foot traffic at your industry 
trade show booth. Be it Fabtech Canada, 
Fabtech Las Vegas, Fabtech Mexico, Mfg 
4, IMTS or Westec, reach a broad audience 
of readers within a 500-mile range of the 
trade show where you’ll be exhibiting. 
 

How it works: 

• Provide us with your targeted content, 
including text, images and video. 

• Choose the industry segments that best 
fit your products and services. 

• Let us do the rest — from designing your 
Email Campaign to implementing best 
practices for delivery. 

How it works: 

• We provide you with open and click 
through rates. 

• Recipients have already opted into 
our mailing program and consider us 
as a trusted source for manufacturing 
information  

• An education-first approach enhances 
the authoritative voice of your message 
and establishes your company as a highly 
valued and trusted resource.

For counts and selection 
options
Alan Berg
e: aberg@techgenmedia.com
p:732.995.6072

CUSTOMIZE based on your selection criteria 

DELIVER your message to 
future customers 

TRACK open and click-through rates

Assessments should include 
determining whether goals have 
been met as well as the success of 
the overall ergonomic solutions.

Finally, consider having an ergonomics 
evaluation through a local chiropractic 
or physical therapy group. They can 
make recommendations for a safer 
workplace and may even suggest a 
few simple warm up exercises that 
employees can do while their machines 
are warming up.

http://www.pitcherinsurance.com/


THE MONTH
Machine of

Trumpf’s TruMatic 1000 Fiber  
Punch Laser Combination Machine
Revolutionary in its modular design, the TruMatic 1000 fiber is an entry-level punch/laser 

machine featuring an electric punch and solid-state laser. Economical and compact, the 

machine is automation-friendly and designed to grow with the customer’s needs – from 

a punching machine to a fully automated punch/laser system. The TruMatic 1000 fiber 

represents Trumpf’s first entry-level punch/laser combination machine with a solid-state 

laser, and it is built with increased machine dynamics, productivity and process stability 

in mind. With the integration of SheetMaster Compact, an innovative material handling 

solution, further production improvements are realized. 

Machine Advantages: 
• Even when configured with automated handling, the TruMatic 1000 fiber is incredibly 

compact, achieved by the development of a special space-saving beam guard 
system. The safety housing automatically moves out of the way during the punching 

process for maximum visibility.

• Drive technology is completely redesigned. The patented Delta Drive, which is 
powered by two servomotors, gives the machine better acceleration in the Y-axis 

while eliminating the need to move the material or work table.

• The automation system is designed to load small- or medium-sized sheets and 
blanks. Microjoint and scrap skeletons can also be unloaded. 

• An intuitive touchscreen offers easy operation, and it’s compatible with 
MobileControl for remote operation. 

• Finished parts up to 7 in. by 7 in. can be processed and sorted into a series of four 
boxes, which are positioned below the machine for easy handling. Also available is an 
extra-large flexible parts flap for a secondary choice in parts sorting.
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More Information is 
Just a Click Away!
Techgen Media’s Information for Fabricators is 
Bigger than Shop Floor Lasers

Fabricators have a triple-barreled resource they can 
reach through Shop Floor Lasers, or through our sister 
publications, Welding Productivity and FAB Shop Magazine 
Direct. Together, we cover fabricating topics from different 
angles, each with a different focus, linked to give you more 
depth or a different take on the topics you see in one of 
the three.

Follow the links below to see the latest coverage from our 
magazine group. More information is just a click away, no 
matter where you start:

PLASMA VIEW: 
Going modern with classic roots 

GUIDING WIRE: 
A guide to MIG gun liners

STAYING SAFE: 
Robotic welding safety standards

13 TIPS:   
Oxyfuel advice for ironworkers

http://www.fsmdirect.com/
http://www.weldingproductivity.com/
http://www.fsmdirect.com/shop-management/training-retention/339-from-warrior-to-working-man-or-woman
http://www.fsmdirect.com/welding/laser-welding/337-snake-like-robot-welds-pipes
http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/weldingproductivity/february2016/index.php#/32
http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/weldingproductivity/february2016/index.php#/22
http://magazine.fsmdirect.com/2016/oct/d/#page67
http://magazine.fsmdirect.com/2016/oct/d/#page61
http://magazine.weldingproductivity.com/2016/oct/d/#page63
http://magazine.weldingproductivity.com/2016/oct/d/#page58
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